
Engineering high-quality signs and graphics to give a business signi�cant impact 
requires a combination of digital equipment and technology. Mandy Thomas, owner of 
Xtreme Signs and Graphix, uses the latest and greatest of these to ensure her customers 
“Xperience the Di�erence” as her mission statement suggests.

Since she �rst purchased the business in 2006, Mandy has seen a huge change in how 
the sign industry operates. In the beginning, her graphic design talent was used to paint 
signs by hand, along with a small vinyl machine. As business grew, more equipment, 
computers and new software were added, allowing Xtreme Signs to o�er large-format 
printing, laser engraving, tee-shirt printing, and promotional items. 

The quality and speed of the internet service Xtreme Signs receives from NDTC are an 
important part of her business. “We rely heavily on our internet services from NDTC for 
our day-to-day business; it has to work as fast as our minds.  From the equipment to our 
cameras, to our POS transactions, our production would slow down or come to a stop 
without it. With many employees working from home, getting connected remotely is 
awesome, so we never have down time,” says Thomas.  

Customers bene�t, too.  They get a quick response time, can see a proof of their order 
before it’s created, and are able to approve graphics with a much faster turn-around 
time. 

Xtreme Signs also counts on the reliability of their phone system for receiving orders.  
Mandy says, “When we needed a second line, NDTC built a plan that �t my budget, and 
that extra line allows us to take more calls so we can give our customers better service.”

There is no doubt about it—Xtreme Signs helps their customers stand out by using all 
the right tools and technology to provide their customers with e�ective messaging and 
imagery on the products they sell.

NDTC appreciates their business, and we are proud to serve an organization focused on 
quality with such a wide range of projects.

Small Biz Spotlight
Would you like us to feature your small 
business? Call us at 662.1100 and share 
how our services have benefited your 
business, and you may be selected for our 
Small Biz Spotlight! 

Contact
211 22nd St. NW | PO Box 180 
Devils Lake, ND 58301
Phone: 662.1100 | Fax: 662.6444
gondtc.com

Office Hours
Mon. – Fri. 8 A.M. – 5 P.M.
Phone lines are open until 6 P.M.

Repair Center also available Sat. 8 A.M. – 5 P.M.

Help Desk
662.8350 available 24/7

Payment Drop-Offs
• NDTC office in Devils Lake
• Ramsey Bank in Cando, Rugby, 
  Maddock, & Devils Lake

To report trouble, call 662.1100. 
If after hours, follow prompts for assistance.
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211 22nd St. NW | PO Box 180
Devils Lake, ND 58301

Follow us on Facebook and YouTube!

Experience more speed and more value with plans starting at 
$31.95 and available speeds up to 1 GIG.

Bundle your services to save more!

Sign up for Internet from NDTC
Experience More

NOW JUST
$15.95/MONTH
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